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Word Meaning
Directions:  Highlight the prefix in each word.  
Then, use your knowlege of words or a dictionary to record the definition of the word.
Last, create an illustration for the word to help you remember its meaning.

Understanding prefixes is important to 
learning the meaning of new words. COM                together, with

Word Meaning Illustration

1. combine

2. combination

3. compete

4. community

5. companion

Prefix Study: Com

to put or add together

separate parts that have been 
put together

to play a game or sport with 
others

a place where people live 
together

someone you spend a lot of 
time with

Student answers will vary

Student answers will vary

Student answers will vary

Student answers will vary

Student answers will vary
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Sentence Completion
Directions:  Complete the following sentences with the correct word from the Word Bank.  

1. The                                          of the heat and the crowd made me want to go home early.

2. My                                          planted a garden in order to grow fresh fruits and vegetables.

3. Two teams will                                          for the championship title.

4. When you                                          two hard working people, the project is successful.

5. A labrador retriever is a great                                          because that breed is loyal and loving.

True or False
Directions:  Read each sentence and decide if each word is used correctly.  Circle True or False.

1. True    False        If an experiment asks you to combine two liquids, it will always create a fire.

2. True    False        The combination of freezing rain and snow makes it unsafe to travel on the road.

3. True    False        When we compete, we work together to solve a problem.

4. True    False        A community works together to keep the neighborhood clean and friendly.

5. True    False        Characteristics of a good companion include kindness and loyalty.

Word Bank
combine

combination
compete

community
companion

Prefix Study: Com
Understanding prefixes is important to 
learning the meaning of new words. COM                together, with

combination

community

compete

combine

companion
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